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Overview

For a long time, Tactical or stealth shooters have been given somewhat of a backseat in terms of 
core game mechanics, perhaps it is too complex for a mainstream market to comprehend, or maybe 
it's that they require unusually retentive attention by the player  and developer alike to make it 
succeed. Whatever the reason, It's gone out of fashion. For Hire aims to bring a full force return to 
the tactical or stealth shooter genre, by including elements which can only deepen it's impact.
Building on top of Valve's highly extensible 2007 revision of the source engine, and the 
aforementioned core gameplay premise, For hire intends to throw in-
– Cooperative gameplay.
– A gameplay environments that is part freeworld exploration (to the however limited the source 

engine will permit), and part plot-driven storyline. Rewarding for both skill with tools, and skill 
for exploring off the track.

– A rudimentary economy with a relatively simple to manage inventory system(which will tie into 
the character customisation)

– A solid rule set for weapon and inventory staticstics, which in theory could be extended to 
allowing for scripted inventory and weapon items, the “K-Frame”

– A new take on First Person weapon mechanics, without getting perversely complex.
Interested yet?
We're just getting started.

Player Mechanics and Weapons Handling

The World of For Hire is full of stuff the player can experience. This ranges from exploring to 
collect higher level gear before it's affordable or money, through to a solid shooter that encourages 



you not blind-firing wildly around the place(ie, fairly heavy damage. Not fully realistic, but clsoe 
enough that it's still fun.)

The player will move around the world in a fairly similar fashion to what the Base Source player 
movement, with a few slight tweaks, the first of which is the reintroduction of walking. Why? 
Simply because I know for a fact that it's a bit of a kick to the nuts to try and sneak while running. 
The player's mobility will be further enhanced by leaning (left/right lean buttons).

For Hire will employ a new weapons handling system. Well ,not so much new, more not the s
 weapon takes up the traditional right quarter of the screen pointing to infinity at the crosshair by 
default, +attack1 fires the gun, +attack2 toggles attachements that support toggling, +aim ( a new 
comand) sets the weapon up into ironsights or zoomed mode.

Another note or two on weapons handling- No crosshair, and none of this CS-style no visual 
recoiling on the player's “Camera”. When the player's firing, he's gotta feel that the weapon isn't just 
sitting there making pew pew lasers.

Map Flow
To give the game a bit of ebb and flow,rater than one unrelenting shoot-out, the game's flow will be 
broken down into 3 clearly definable areas (thanking you Guild Wars)- Hubs, Free Roam Areas and 
instanced missions.

Hubs are a essentially a break from combat, allowing squads to regroup, recover, do some mini-
managment(not micromanagement, just mini managing) perhaps get more people in. Sorta cross 
between a lobby and a town in an MMO.

Free Roam areas are generally what most of the game world will probably be made up of. They're 
open areas, scattered with objectives, enemies, and stuff to see and do. Of course it's not a simple 
case of going A-to-B, if you have missions currently ongoing, things maybe a little different. Say 
you've got orders to defend a spot, instead of there being relatively few enemies around, you may 
find quite a few more... gives the maps that bit more use. 

Instanced missions are basically all linear. They're what some people would story drivers, but really 
in For Hire, they're about opening up more areas and the likes. They're ideal for tying sections 
together in the planned episodic fashion that we're looking at releasing in (finish ona free-roaming 
map in the previous ep, and when the new ep comes out put a level change somewhere sensible and 
use the instanced mission to passs into the new areas)
The instanced missions are ideal for set piece battles and scripted stuff.

World Gameplay Elements and Systems

With For Hire, there are several new systems that should be added to the game to expand the 
experience of the player. 
The first is a objectives tracking system, which at it's most basic could be an entity that is flagged 
by every time another entity is triggered to do so (dead NPC, destroying an object, etc). The real 
trick is getting the objectives to pass over multiple maps. This in fact may require some thought and 
when I've banged heads with a few coders, I'll put down the gist of what needs to be done in here. 
Anyway, it'll tie into the hud through a hold-to-open VGUI screen similar to the scoreboard works 
now.



Objectives will be given mostly scriptedly via NPCs (press use on them, dialog appears with brief 
mission info and reward and an accept decline button) and can either be finished up by either just 
finishing,or by getting the player to return to the NPC. Like I said, this may require some real 
brainstorming on how to do this, and it's 3am and my brain is broken.
Oh and the economy system can be disabled for custom maps that want to be set up like Rainbow 
Six's Terrorist hunt mode.
Another system is the rudimentary economy. Rudimentary? Well yeah, we're not going to be going 
too deep into it. You have money, you buy stuff to get stuff, you sell stuff to get money, you can 
pick up money off the ground. Consider it a way to get stuff without wandering and looting.und or 
corpse.. or hack ATMs. All items will have set values, and there won't be any exchange rate 
fluctuations. 

Inventory and The “K-Frame”

The idea behind the K-Frame is to bridge up the horrendous complex code that makes up the vast 
majority of the Source engines's item and weapon handling system and  a player's net understanding 
of it. Essentially, it's a readily understandable and quantifiable ruleset of weapon and item 
definitions that will add onto weaponbase code, aswell as creating an item base structure and 
(possibly, if my really rough understanding of C+ doesn't fail me for the game probably needing it) 
an attachments base. I'm really not particularly good at explaining this in a atechnical manner, so I'll 
give you an example.

Say you pick up an AK47. Rather than all it's traits being hardcoded in the same file, what it would 
do it take key definitions and use them to extrapolate the way he game will behave. So inside the 
AK47's definitions file, what you'd have is something like 
<pseudo-code>

//AK47 Definition code
//precache objects
This.Weapon.Entity = weapon_ak47
This.Weapon.Viewportmodel = /weapons/v_ak47.mdl
This.Weapon.Worldmodel = /weapons/w_ak47.md
This.Weapon.Gunshot = weapon_ak47.Single, weapon_ak47.Burst

//inventory Screen Information
This.Weapon.PrettyName = “AK47”
This.Weapon.Blurb= “ This is a blurb giving a brief description of the gun for the inventory splash”
This.weapon.type = Rifle //tells the inventory AND the game code what subset of weapons this 
belongs to, so any special code specific code can be loaded in.
This.weapon.value = 1500 // Dollar value of weapon ingame

//basic characeristics defining
This.Weapon.Primaryammo = 762x39 //looks up a file defining what exactly this type of 
ammunition doeson a weapon, contains base sets of most of the stuff regarding accuracy and recoil 
below
This.Weapon.PrimaryMag = 30 // Define the default magazine size
This.Weapon.Reloadstyle = Box //
//Defining firemodes
This.Weapon.Firemode1 = “Auto”
This.weapon.Firemode2 = “Semi”



This.weapon.Firemode3 = “Safe”
This.weapon.defaultscope = false //this weapon isn't carrying a scope by default
This.weapon.tracerratio = 0 //a ratio of 0 means it'll NEVER fire a visual tracer. 1 is ALWAYS fire a 
tracer.Anything higher than that is a statistical impossibility
This.Weapon.shotdelay = 0.1 // ROF = 600 Rounds per minute. Basic maths, save a bit of procesing 
and just give the delay over here instead of making the game calculate the actual ROF.
//Accuracy details that we're overriding from the base 762x39 values
This.weapon.recoil = 0.5 // Recoil amount.0-1 scale, or whatever.
This.weapon.recovery = 0.7 // how fast the weapon recovers from the recoil
This.weapon.grouping  = 3.5 //grouping is basicly the diamater of scatter at 100 meters.,converted 
to ingame units. For the record 1 ingame unit = 0.75” imperial and 1.905cm
//attachment options
This.weapon.optics = true //says that it can take standardised weapon scopes and stuff
this.weapon.dovetail = true //can take Warsaw Pact optics aswell as the standard stuff
this.weapon.foregrip = False // Can foregrip attachments be added? Not in this case
this.weapon.barrelthreaded = true // threaded barrel. For screw-on silencers and muzzle breaks.

</psuedo code>
From the above, you can see ,it's chit of all the important information regarding the way the weapon 
handles, only without needing to repetitively code all those bits for every gun. The weapon's default 
accuracy would be inferred from the weapon's ammo class, the defintions about what player 
animations it would use, aswell a few other stats would be inferred from the weapontype class.

Then there's attachments. I discussed this with a programming friend of mine and the only thing I 
can remember about how the eimplementation ideally should go is something along the lines of the 
Attahment containing a set of code, and when called to be included at weapon it was tacked on as 
inferred values and stuff. It's shame, because it sounded brilliant. Will update this when I get him to 
explain it to me again.
The basic point behind this is that you should only have to code a Base weapons for each weapon 
class once, write some contributing code for the ammunition, and the attachments, and then in the 
weapon code it goes “oh, I'm a SMG, so I grab THIS code , and these values are now called in by 
default, this is my Ammo type, so here's SORT of how the weapon handles. Here's what 
Attachemtns need to know about me, here's what the Inventory needs to know about me. now I put 
it all together and SHAZAM”

The inventory system I want to keep as simple as possible. Rather than the standard RPG style box 
grid + weight system, I'm thinking something more along the likes of the inventory of a survival 
shooter. That is to say, minimal and easy to handle on the fly. For an idea of what I'm on about, take 
a look at the follow image I nicked from Dino Crisis 2 by Capcom-



As you can see, it's got all the basic info right there, easy to navigate menus, gauche colours (to be 
restyled in a more “Windows mobile” fashion in For Hire). Perhaps replacing the file thing there 
with a current objectives tab would be more useful and relevant. The idea is to be efficiently simple 
as possible about managing the player's inventory. When a player picks up an item , depending on 
it's entity prefix, it would be sorted into either the weapon or items list. Each of the lists will have 
it's own fuctions. Items will primarily be a roulette style selection wheel, a description panel and a 
Use button. The Description pane contains a small item image, a brief blub about the item and game 
relevant stats.

Art direction

Orright, I promise I'll try and make this as art-wank-free as posible, because I hate it's 
pretentiousness. To sum up my idea for the art feel and such, think Clean/realistic, with a little bit of 
a dilapidated or malevolent edge on it. What does that mean? Let's give an example. Let's say 
there's a building, a normal plasterboard house. It'd look fairly normal, but there might be 
something that gave the impression that it had been abandoned.. knocked over pots, maybe a broken 
plater panel, jimmied door, broken window, something. This translates over to both the other 
models and User interface. Clean sans-serif fonts, with a backround that is mostly in keep, except 
for maybe a torn or distorted edge.
Oh, and lighting, seeing as the game is set  more or less mostly at night, vivid lighting is important, 
not only as lighting the game world, but to attract the player's eye. OH and because the settign is 
more or less the real world, there is going to be no shortage of advertising space. What we do with it 
is pretty undecided at the moment, clever photoshoop parodies and the likely way to go.. but we 
could also use it as legitimate adspace. Sit on it for a bit.

Audio direction

Because I currently don't know any ACTAULY sound mixer apart from Saxon and myself, and I'm 
more of a hack than a n actual mixer, gettign a coherent sound direction is more or less a wish at 
this stage. However if the chance comeds to get a sound engineer to do his magic, here's what I'm 
imagining.
Overall feel aurally could probably be best described as “wet”. Lots of fidelity in sounds, ambient 
sounds particularly(which for some reason a lot of even retail games seem to leave to last).
Weapon sounds sounds feel overall quite solidly metallic, with plenty of definition given to the 
sounds (hearing the metal-on-metal sliding sound on slides going back and forward, small metal 
pings when magazines pass the release)
Shooting sounds and Explosions however should probably be solid sounding, big sine wave bass all 
over it, but muxed in mechanical movement too. Think mercatorn's soundpack for CSS or Far Cry 
2-crossed-with Raven Shield for an idea of what I feel the firing sounds should feel. Pure 
percussion.
There will be recorded voices in thisw game, none of this walls of text crap

Musics
The mod will in eventuality need some music. What I'm looking for is a sorta mostly electronic feel, 
dark atmospheric with emphasis on the bass/drum end of the scale. Other music styles won't be 
discouraged, and neither will songs with a different tone or feeling (because let's face it, there isn't 
going to be all background ALL the time). 



The theme song for the mod, I think, should a be cover of Catch22's “9mm and a Three-piece suit” 
by None Too Many.(note to self, ask Hawk bout this)
Background menu music, suprisingly, was already done and is a tossup between one of two songs 
done by Simon Paoliello.

Episodic?

Yes, episodic. What I'm looking at doing, knowing damn well how long solid mods take to develop 
and that smaller portions ARE infintely easier to manage on every level, , We're going ot be doing 
this the smart way and going episodic. What does this mean in terms of content and code 
breakdown? Basicly, most of the framework code ideally should be part of the first release, if not 
active, ready to be active in the next release. Looking at tops 3 maps in the first release, 6-8 
weapons coded and ingame. You know, enough to give a bit of a taste of what's to come. This 
allows focus and polish can be applied to whatever gets touched.

Project Planning and overall.. stuff

I know this project will probably take a long time to see a full release in one package, so rather than 
keep a long development cycle, what we will be aiming for is something similar to what Valve 
originally intended but failed with – episodic content... or more specifically release small(ish) 
release often. It'll not only mean we can keep interest drummed in it, it also means we can roll out 
bugfixes and changes and additions fast.
Initially I'm hoping the first release will be a couple of maps and a few weapons, basicly an intro 
course to the rest of the game. 
While we're in the first development cycle, we're going to be pushing for getting the core backbone 
of both code and art assets down,with not too much more than that. Ideally progress should be 
consistent, even if it is slow, with a focus on getting a broad variety of assets for mappers to use (so 
as to slowly wean off the EP2 content and onto our own) if time allows it.

What I'll be doing is organising progress updates every fortnight, to make sure everyone is 
progressing.
Anyways, Pritorising tasks time for First Release
Top = Highest priority for doing

Code tasks
Player mechanics
Weapons/Inventory System(K-Frame)
Objectives System
Economy
New stuff (weapons proper, NPCs)

Art Tasks
Props and map resources
Weapons/Items
Environmental effects
NPCs
HUD
Other UI Stuff



Sound Tasks
Environmental Sound 
Hunt down voice actors/Script
UI Sound
Recording voice
Weapons Sound

Music Tasks
Make music
??
Profit!

That's it, now let's go make this thing.
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